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Fermi-LAT collaboration 2015Bartels et al. 2015
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Why do we care?

Calore et al. 2015

• The origin of the galactic centre GeV excess remains unknown 
• Potential population of unknown point sources towards the galactic 

centre

• Realistic constraints for gamma ray point source models 
• Probabilistic associations of unassociated objects to different 

sources classes - contribution to the millisecond pulsar 
interpretation of the GeV excess

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016
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MSP (very short) Intro

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016

• MSP’s are formed in 
binary pairs by accreting 
matter from the 
companion star 

• They have very low spin 
down periods and can 
live for up to 1010 years



The low luminosity regime is 
where unassociated sources are 
likely to play an important role. It 

is also important to constrain 
this regime as this may be 

where the bulge MSP’s exist

MSP Analysis

Results consistent with 
the wavelet analysis of 

the Galactic centre

S. Liem 2016 (barrett plotting software)

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016
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3FGL Populations

• Capital letter classification means that they are confirmed in gamma rays 
• Lower case classification is actually an association 

- This is done through spatial coincidence with a source known from another 
wavelength

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016
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Association Tables

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016

Fermi-LAT collaboration 2015

Extremely thorough list of 
complementary catalogs at 

other wavelengths. 
Association is made if the 

spatial coincidence 
probability posterior peak 
reaches above 80% - We 

assume these associations 
are concrete
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Model parameters

Source class vector

= Associated object

= Unassociated object

Theory: Inference

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016
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Approximation: Fit with n-1 sources is well approximated by 
a fit to the entire data set 

Posterior for the entire data set

Theory: Association

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016



Now we can add 
unassociated sources

Perform Association 
procedure

Probabilistic statements about the 
remaining sources
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Cartoon Example

Standard fitting routines only take into 
account the data known to be part of 
a particular class. In this example we 

fit two linear models to some data

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016
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Saz Parkinson et al. 2016

Instead of latitude cuts we use full galactic spatial 
distributions to build probability density functions for 

galactic coordinates l and b on the sky

Additionally we compare the integrated flux in 
different energy bins provided by the 3FGL 

meaning that the spectra normalisations are not free 
parameters but derived from the energy flux S we 

get for each source  

(Broken) Power laws for the AGN source count 
distributions. For pulsars we marginalise over the 

distance and luminosity to construct the directional 
independent source count distribution 

Likelihood Function

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016



Preliminary Results
Now we can add 

unassociated 
sources

Posteriors tend to 
become broader but 

roughly keep the 
best fit value

A. McCann 2015

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016



The associations are self consistent 
and associate known sources to the 
correct class in all preliminary tests

Good and Bad news 

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016

Still validating the accuracy of the 
method. Next steps will be applying 

to unassociated sources



Advantages of the method

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016

Posterior predictive 
distributions Random Forest (ML)

• Ability to take into account 
unassociated sources into 
likelihood scans 

• Self consistent probability 
estimates for source class 
associations 

• Uses models which can be 
derived from theory or a fit to 
alternative data sets 

• Fit to multiple populations 
simultaneously

• Forms decision trees based 
off the training data i.e. can 
only be trained on associated 
sources 

• Probabilities can be 
estimated but loss of 
interpretability when forming 
a decision forest 

• Only uses the data to form 
the optimal decision cuts 

• Provides only associations - 
no fits



• With association of high latitude sources we can dissect the composition of the high 
latitude gamma-ray emission (IGRB) through population synthesis studies, also combining 
with recent results from 1point-pdf of gamma-ray counts 

• Associations in the disk: study contribution from “new” source populations such as bulge 
MSP’s 

• Reducing the number of unassociated sources might improve significantly the limit on DM 
annihilation from DM subhalos
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Summary and Future Work

TeVPA, 15th Sep 2016

• The 3FGL presents the largest sample of point sources in the gamma ray sky. By using only the 
associated sources we are ignoring a wealth of data that are likely to contribute to different source 
classes. We present here a systematic way to take into account these unassociated sources 

• As a side benefit the statistical technique we are able to create probabilistic associations of the 
unassociated sources to different classes 

• Our method is complementary to previous attempts to use machine learning classifiers (random 
forests) to assign classes to objects


